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Dear Friends of the Billiken Teacher Corps,
As we graduate our fifth cohort of Catholic educators, we are even more amazed by the
faithfulness, passion, energy, flexibility and creativity our corps members and alumni have
demonstrated over the past year. Not only have they risen to the challenges of being novice
teachers in the classroom, but they have also navigated an ever-changing terrain of virtual, hybrid,
and in-person learning with grace and compassion for the students and families they serve. Not only
do they teach their subjects with passion, but they are credible models of faith and justice for their
students. They truly are the next generation of Catholic Educators, and we are so proud of them.
As we welcome our seventh cohort to the Billiken Teacher Corps, the BTC is expanding beyond St.
Louis for the first time in program history. St. Patrick’s Catholic School approached the School of
Education last summer looking for help in finding high quality teachers. One conversation led to the
next, and it soon became clear that God was calling the BTC to begin a new partnership with St.
Pat’s and the Catholic schools in Springfield, IL. Four teachers from Cohort Seven will blaze this new
trail and create a BTC community outside of St. Louis. They will spend the summer taking classes
on SLU’s campus, and move to Springfield in early August when they will set up their classrooms
and get settled into their new community. We are grateful to St. Pat’s and Sacred Heart-Griffin High
School for welcoming our corps members to their schools!
In closing, while this has been a challenging year for all, we continue to be filled with gratitude for
the graces we have received as a program. We continue to be blessed with talented, faith-filled
teachers wanting to make a difference in Catholic education and underserved schools. We are
blessed with faculty and university supervisors who work tirelessly to mold our educators. We are
blessed with collaborative partner schools who welcome, mentor, and support our teachers. And we
are blessed with generous benefactors, friends, and alumni, without whom, we would not be able to
serve the 900+ students and families we serve. Thank you for all you do for the Billiken Teacher
Corps!
With Gratitude,

billiken
teacher
corps

Angela Moret
BTC Director
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The Billiken Teacher Corps forms the next generation of Catholic
educators through service, learning, and spiritual growth in
community. Billiken Teacher Corps Fellows emulate Jesus the
Teacher by handing on the faith, creating a more inclusive and
equitable world, and building the Kingdom of God.

UNIVERSAL APOSTOLIC PREFERENCES
In November of 2019, the Society of Jesus released a document entitled Jesuit Schools: a
Living Tradition in the 21st Century - an Ongoing Exercise of Discernment. This work aims
to provide guidelines for apostolates to continue the formation work of people for and
with others in the context of educational excellence over the next ten years.
To show the way to God through the
Spiritual Exercises and discernment.

To walk with the poor, the outcasts of the world,
those whose dignity has been violated, in a mission of
reconciliation and justice.

To accompany the young in the
creation of a hope-filled future.

To collaborate in the care of
our common home.

In 2020-21, the BTC placed 12 teachers in 10 different schools.
That included 4 high schools, 3 elementary
schools, and 3 middle schools.
Over 900 students learned from our passionate, energetic, and
faithful corps members.

THANK YOU!
To our Partner Schools
All Saints Academy - St. Rose Philippine Duchesne
Bishop DuBourg High School
Holy Cross Academy - Annunciation Campus
Loyola Academy of St. Louis
Our Lady of Guadalupe School
Rosati-Kain High School
Sacred Heart Catholic School, Valley Park
Sacred Heart - Griffin High School
St. Frances Cabrini Academy
St. Mary's High School
St. Patrick's Catholic School
Trinity Catholic High School
Introducing the BTC Tuition Scholarship Campaign
Frank & Stephanie Razzano Family
To our Community Partners, Benefactors & Friends
Archdiocese of St. Louis Office of Education and Formation
Cedar Creek Hotel and Event Center
Emerson
St. John the Baptist Catholic Church
Saint Louis University School of Education Faculty and Staff
Our Interns: Savannah Smith and Eric Couto, S.J.

THE BTC DIFFERENCE
All BTC members benefit from
a large circle of support.
We are grateful for all those
who fill these roles:

SCHOOL
MENTORS

UNIVERSITY
SUPERVSIORS

INSTRUCTIONAL
COACHES

PRINCIPALS

FACULTY
ADVISOR

BTC STAFF

PROFESSORS

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS AND
ALUMNI
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Jessica

University of Dayton
Sacred Heart-Griffin
High School Biology
“I am excited to work in a
Catholic school, and to
share with others my
passion for science. ”

Megan

Mary

Anna

Siena College
Sacred Heart-Griffin
High School Math

Xavier University
St. Patrick's Catholic School
1st grade

Louisiana State University
St. Patrick's Catholic School
2nd & 3rd grade

“I am looking forward to
teaching and serving with
the BTC so that I may
learn from my students,
my community members,
and continue to grow in
faith with them.”

Lexie

“I am looking forward to
teaching and serving
with the BTC because
we are all trying to learn
and grow academically
and spiritually with one
another!”

Camryn

“I love teaching with my
whole heart and I am
excited to be a part of a
community that grows
together through
education and faith!”

Megan

University of Dayton
St. Louis Catholic Academy
Middle School Science

Rockhurst University
Rosati- Kain
High School Math

Santa Clara University
St. Frances Cabrini Academy
4th Grade

“I am looking forward to teaching
and serving in St. Louis because
each day presents new
opportunities to teach and to learn
from students!”

“I am looking forward to teaching
and serving with the BTC to get
more insight into Catholic Education
and make a transformative impact
in under-resourced Catholic
schools.”

“I am excited for the professional and
personal growth opportunities that I
will no doubt encounter during my
time in the program. I have so much to
learn from my fellow teachers, my
mentors, and my students!”
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Colleen

Ali

Ingrid

Ellie

Xavier University
Our Lady of Guadalupe
2nd Grade

Regis University
St. Mary's High School
English - Grades 9, 11

Washington University in STL
Our Lady of Guadalupe
5th Grade

Rockhurst University
Bishop DuBourg
English - Grades 9-12

"Being in the BTC has
allowed me to take huge
leaps into the unknown of
moving to a new city and
starting a new career. The
stability of this community
has helped me to grow as a
teacher and a friend."

"The BTC has given me a
focus and direction during
this uncertain time. My
students have taught me
that sometimes it's the
littlest and most
insignificant moments that
matter the most."

"Being in the BTC has
provided me with a home
and a family full of people
who understand the joys
and struggles of teaching
and are there to encourage
and support me along the
way."

"Since becoming a part of
the BTC, I have grown as
a teacher, community
member, and learner
through the many
opportunities the program
provides."

Thomas

Jake

Zach

Saint Louis University
Bishop DuBourg High School
Theology & Campus Ministry

University of Alabama
All Saints Academy St. Rose
Middle School Social Studies

Saint Louis University
Rosati-Kain High School
Algebra and Computer Literacy

"The BTC has taught me a lot
about myself and my love for
teaching students. My students
have reignited my love for
learning. While difficult, it has been
very rewarding."

"Being in this program has pushed
me to grow spiritually and
emotionally. My students continue
to teach me patience."

"The BTC has allowed me an
opportunity to pursue a passion
and build relationships with
amazing, funny, smart and creative
people. Where I once would feel
inadequate, I find it easier to find
motivation to improve."
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A Reflection by Ellie Hoerner, BTC 6
English Teacher at Bishop DuBourg High School.
What was most surprising about your first year of
teaching?
Throughout this year, I have found myself in awe of my
students’ resilience. I teach mostly sophomores, and it
was amazing to see them return to school after just
three-quarters of a freshman year. They had adapted
to a different way of learning and this transition was
difficult, but many of them were simply grateful to be
back in school with their classmates. Even when
students faced quarantines, cancelled games, and
temporarily-discontinued school traditions, they
adjusted their expectations and moved forward. My
students surprise me daily with their thoughtfulness,
gratitude, and joy.
What did you learn from this first year of teaching
during a pandemic?
Over the past school year, the DuBourg community has
taught me the lesson of trust. Being in a new school with new coworkers, students, and administrators was a scary prospect. The other teachers at DuBourg
stepped up to show me the ropes; the principal taught
me how to navigate the school setting; and, most
importantly, my students showed me how to build new
bonds and have a sense of humor - the most difficult
lesson during a pandemic. Being able to trust in the
DuBourg community has allowed me to learn how to
be the best teacher and servant that I can be.
Where did you get the most support during this year
of teaching?
During this first year of teaching, I found the most
support in the other BTC fellows. From a diverse set of
strangers grew an encouraging group of friends who I
can always count on as cheerleaders, advisors, and ice
cream buddies. The other teachers at DuBourg have
also grown into mentors, and the school community is
something that I lean on often.
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A Reflection by Steph Wissing, BTC 5
History Teacher at Trinity Catholic High School.
“Teach me, LORD, your way, that I may walk in your truth.” (Psalm 86:11)
The teaching ministry of Jesus on earth was rooted in love and
compassion for the people he served. Throughout the program, I have
been invited to consider this heart of Jesus the Teacher, filled with
compassion and generosity. On my very first day in the BTC, Fr. Ronny
O’Dwyer shared with us this image of Jesus the Teacher during his homily
at Mass. He expressed connections between Jesus’ teaching ministry and
our own, encouraging us to look to Jesus the Teacher as an example and
guide for our own vocations as teachers. In order to follow this example,
we, as young teachers, are each called to pray: “Lord Jesus, teach me.”
Jesus’ example of servant leadership provides a model and ideal for all of
us teachers to strive toward, and this prayer allows us each to consider the
ways in which we each continue the mission that Jesus the Teacher
began.
As I have had the opportunity to fulfill the role of a teacher, I have found
that deeper at the root of this phrase “teach me” is the virtue of humility.
Even as a teacher, I am called to learn. Undoubtedly, during the first two
years of teaching, there are many ways I have found myself learning,
asking others to “teach me.” From writing a lesson plan, to unjamming the
copy machine, to understanding the needs of each student, I have
encountered innumerous moments where Jesus has invited me into
humility.
Certainly living through a pandemic has also called for such growth and
learning - for us teachers and non-teachers alike - in ways we never could
have imagined. In these moments, I have found myself turning in humility
to Jesus and to others with the words, “teach me.” Through the examples
of others, particularly my students, I have learned resilience,
understanding, and compassion during such a challenging year of
teaching. Allowing others to teach me has in turn helped me grow into
becoming a better teacher and servant leader.
Together, we are called to reflect on how we are called to both teach and
be taught. May our hearts and minds remain open to the ways we are
called to learn from God and others. May we seek the grace of Jesus the
Teacher, who desires to show us his compassion and invites us to do the
same. Lord, teach me to be more like you. Teach me so that I may serve
as you do, with humility, love, and compassion.

GROW
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A Reflection by Dr. John T. James, Full Professor
Director of Institute for Catholic Education
It is clear to me that the creation of the Billiken Teacher Corps was the work of the Holy Spirit who deigned to
bring about circumstances and people who each made significant contributions (and without whom the
enterprise would have never happened). This included heavy lifting from Fr. Chris Collins on many fronts.
We met at Jesuit Hall on Monday, May 27th, 2013 at 10am, and walked down Lindell to Starbucks. At the
conclusion of the conversation, I promptly returned to my office and sent an email thanking Fr. Collins for the
conversation and invited him to my home for supper. He responded: “Thanks for a great conversation. The
wheels are turning in my own mind about what might be possible this year. You sparked a great deal. I’m so glad
you’re around and have this kind of energy and vision for the educational apostolate…Thanks again for
everything”.
A series of fortuitous events came together in the 2013-2014 school year that represented an alignment of
opportunities that ultimately led to the launch of the BTC. The conversations and collaborations regarding the
Belize initiative soon moved back to educational initiatives right here in Saint Louis and the creation of the BTC.
On August 9, 2014, Michael Brown was shot and killed by a Ferguson police officer. This galvanized a desire on
the part of SLU, ACCESS Academies, and the Archdiocese to have a faith-filled response. In a September 9th,
email from me to Al Winkelmann, I wrote: “There have been some developments here at SLU regarding an urban
Catholic teacher corps. Can Christine Luebbert and I get some time to chat about the possibility of getting this
started?” I suggested in an email sent to Al Winkelmann, Christine Luebbert, and Fr Chris Collins on September
11th that we have a breakfast meeting on September 17th, 2014 at Jesuit Hall. Fr Chris Collins took the bull by the
horns and after the meeting sent out an email to me, Al Winkelmann, Steve Hutchison, Tom Nolan, and Patrick
Quinn stating: “Thanks for very good talks with all of you today. This idea of a SLU urban Catholic teacher corps
could have potential even for this coming fall perhaps. Lots of details in between now and then obviously, but
let’s follow the Holy Spirit’s lead and see what can happen!”
Simultaneously, John Vatterott had proposed to Archbishop Carlson a “Pope Francis Project”, that in a draft dated
September 18th, included the creation of “a University Consortium for Catholic Education-like program in select
Catholic elementary schools”. I received a memorandum from the Archbishop dated October 1st which was also
sent to Kurt Nelson, Kevin Short, Chris Collins, and Patrick Sly. The Archbishop referenced the meeting with John
Vatterott, the “Pope Francis Project”, and indicated “we discussed the challenges, which are present in the
Ferguson area”. The Archbishop concluded by saying, “I would appreciate it if you would review all this and let
me know what you think. I believe we have to be creative, and perhaps there is an opportunity here to assist the
young people in need of a quality education”.
A large cast of people played significant roles in the flurry of activities throughout the Fall of 2014 and Spring 2015
that culminated in the arrival of BTC 1 in May 2015…but those are stories for another time.

LEARN

CENTER FOR CATHOLIC EDUCATION
EDUCATING LEADERS to TRANSFORM our WORLD in the VISION of the GOSPEL
LEADERSHIP
PROGRAMS

TEACHING
PROGRAMS

LOCAL
OUTREACH

GLOBAL
OUTREACH

RESEARCH

To achieve these goals, the Center will focus on excellence in professional degree programs,
outreach partnerships so that Catholic schools remain accessible for all, and research-informed
strategies and solutions to face contemporary challenges.

The Center for Catholic Education builds upon the Catholic, Jesuit identity of Saint Louis University
through excellence in preparing teachers and leaders with the expertise and spiritual vision for handing
on the Catholic faith and supporting a viable and equitable system of Catholic education for future
generations.

Ellie

For more information, contact Fr. Ronny O'Dwyer at ronald.odwyer@slu.edu
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COHORT 1

29

Jennifer Bruns
Elise Earley

HAVE
GRADUATED
FROM THE
BTC

Michelle Owens
Kelsey Kerr
Mitch McCurren
Sarah Staten

COHORT 2
Owen Dabek
Darrin DeChane
Juliana Gates
Catherine Gilmore
Molly Goellner
Kristi Walsh

COHORT 3
Maria Ahern
Juan Jose Barzallo
Andrew Diemer
Erin Emeric
Kelsey Gordon
Katharine Siemer

"The formation we received in the Jesuit
tradition of both faith, and being reflective
practitioners provided me with a framework
that I draw on to this day in the classroom and
in my personal life. In addition, having been a
part of a community and having a shared
experience provides comfort in that there are
almost 50 of us now who have an
understanding of the vocation of being a
Catholic educator and continue to work
toward the shared goal of bringing the Gospel
to others."
- Owen Dabek, BTC 2

2,000
STUDENTS
CURRENTLY
TAUGHT BY
ALUMNI

83%
IN CATHOLIC
EDUCATION

COHORT 4
Kristen Abbarno
Elizabeth Doherty
Grace Hartenbach
Shannon McFall
Madison Miller
Beth Moeller

COHORT 5
Mallory Kummer
Anna Martin
Abbey Sarnowski
Heather Sasser
Stephanie Wissing

93%
WORKING IN
EDUCATION
As St. Ignatius described, I found myself living
with "one foot raised," moving and responding
to whatever need I saw in and out of the
classroom. BTC helped me to embrace this
practice while staying grounded in my faith
and friendships.
- Molly Goellner, BTC 2

9
STILL
TEACHING AT
ORIGINAL
BTC SCHOOL

Billiken Teacher Corps
Saint Louis University
School of Education
3500 Lindell Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103

HELP US RECRUIT!
Do you know a motivated, passionate, faithful
college senior or recent graduate who would make
a great teacher and community member?
Please email billikenteachercorps@slu.edu

Follow us!
Instagram: @billikenteachercorps
Facebook: @billikenteachercorps
Website: www.billikenteachercorps.org
INSTITUE FOR CATHOLIC EDUCATION

THANK YOU FOR MAKING ALL OF THIS POSSIBLE!

Ellie

Support our mission: www.billikenteachercorps.org

